Abstract-Blazed gratings have so far been made tunable by mechanically changing the grating geometry, such as its periodicity. In this work, a low-profile planar blazed metasurface grating is demonstrated which is electronically tunable, with no moving or mechanically changing parts. The reflective metasurface is comprised of planar patch resonators with a cutting slot loaded with a surface mount varactor in each unit cell. Coupling of the incident wave to the resonant surface provides a high efficiency back reflection or blazing. We show that by changing the DC bias, we are able to control the blazing frequency and the reflection angle of the operation. This tuning has been confirmed by simulations and measurements for the Transverse Magnetic polarized incident wave within the X band.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blazed diffraction gratings can scatter an oblique incident wave into a certain direction (the m = −1 diffraction order) with low or even zero specular (m = 0) reflection. The m = −1 diffracted order can be in the same angle as the incident wave (auto-collimation). Typical blazed gratings such as sawtooth grating [1] or groove gratings [2] are widely used non-planar gratings for different applications in microwaves and optics, e.g. Littrow cavities and lasers. In Littrow mount cavities, mechanical rotation of the grating can tune the laser frequency, since the auto-collimation frequency and incident angles are related.
Recently, low-profile blazed grating designs using metasurfaces (MSs) and equivalent resonant structures have been reported in [3] [4] [5] . MSs are practically very thin structures engineered for controlling phase and magnitude of local wave, and can be used to shape the scattered wave-front. The reported MS based "blazed" gratings are achieved either by phasemodulated surfaces [3] , or by resonant strips coupling the incident wave into the resonator [4, 5] , as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Besides its simple design and strong blazing performance, the resonant blazed MS grating of [4, 5] have a unique fundamental operation that opens a door to further tailor the blazing operation.
Tunable blazed gratings have been reported in the past by mechanically changing the grating as in [6] . Thus they required some form of mechanical movement or actuation (e.g. MEMS), which can make them quite challenging to fabricate and operate. In this work, we design and demonstrate an electronically tunable resonant blazed MS grating with no moving parts, to control the blazing frequency and scattering angle of operation, with its principle depicted in Fig. 1 (b) . We utilize a fixed period resonant grating similar to [4, 5] , but tune the internal resonance in each period using surface mount varactor (SMV), achieving a tunable blazed surface. Bi-static radar measurements with fixed incident angle show that the scattered wave scans as the bias changes. Such a design can find various applications, including Littrow setups where the gratings is no longer needed to be moved, and the output frequency can still be tuned. 
II. FREQUENCY TUNING AND ANGLE SCANNING OF BLAZING

A. Grating Equation and Bragg Condition
The frequency of the oblique incident wave determines the diffraction angle of space harmonic for constant incident angle and fixed period of the grating. The grating equation for propagating waves in vacuum relates periodicity of the structure (d), the diffraction order (m), the operating wavelength (λ 0 ), angle of incidence (θ i ), and the angle of the diffracted order For auto-collimation, the incident and diffracted m = −1 wave angles are identical, which means the grating can reflect the incident wave back along the path of the incidence depending on the amount of specular reflection (m = 0 diffracted wave). To achieve auto-collimation, the Bragg condition needs to be satisfied [5] :
Confined by this condition, a grating with a fixed period can only achieve auto-collimation blazing at a particular frequency when shined with the specific Bragg incident angle.
B. Tunable Resonant Blazed MS Grating
The operation theory of resonant MS grating [4, 5] is that the incident wave couples to the low order resonance of each strip resonator in each cell, at the point of strong blazing. Underneath the strip, the transverse resonant mode is excited. The two ends of the strips that have two E-field maxima with anti-parallel direction act like two in-phase magnetic currents. In order to have the strongest coupling, the resonant frequency of the resonator has to be the same as the frequency of the incident wave. The value of coupling has little to do with the periodicity of the whole structure, and depends on the geometry of the resonator inside the unit-cell. For a strip with a particular resonant frequency, the highest efficiency blazing point will be at an incident angle that Bragg condition (2) is satisfied, for that particular frequency and period. Thus, for a resonant MS grating with a constant period, the resonant frequency of the interior of the unit-cell determines the efficiency of the diffracted m = −1 wave for a given incident wave.
If the resonant frequency can be tuned, the frequency at which the maximum efficiency of diffracted m = −1 (and minimum specular) occurs also tunes. The frequency change causes the diffracted angle θ −1 to scan. The relation of the tuning frequency and the scanning angle is governed by (1) where all parameters are fixed except λ and θ -1 . If auto-collimation is desired, the incident angle must further depend on the resonant frequency satisfied by (2) , in order to have strongest blazing on the Bragg line. We utilize tunable patch resonators, instead of fixed passive strips of [4, 5] , to individually bias each unitcell, and electronically tune the resonance frequency. 
III. DESIGN OF TUNABLE BLAZED GRATING
A. Tunable Patch Resonator
The unit cell of the grating is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . The period of the structure 'd' is chosen as 30 mm in order to satisfy the Bragg condition (2) in the X-band, and for blazing to occur in the x-z plane. The length of the unit cell 'l' is 8 mm. A grounded Rogers substrate RT5880 is used for the structure due to its low loss. The 1.57-mm thick substrate has dielectric constant of 2.2, dielectric loss tangent of 0.0009, and 2-oz copper cladding whose conductivity is 5.8×10 7 S/m. The main structure of the unit cell is a tunable patch resonator, split by a cutting slot. The width of the patch w p is 5.5 mm and the length l p is 5 mm. It is intended to operate similarly as the strip of [4, 5] in a low order resonance in the x-direction. This tunable patch resonator is inspired by Patch Antenna with Switchable Slots (PASS) [7] . It has been reported that the cutting slot on a patch antenna will affect the surface current flow and thus have an influence on the resonant frequency. The slot is typically loaded by a capacitor. Here the slot, with length l s 1.5 mm, is placed in the middle as the current reaches maximum in the center of the patch, so that the slot can have the most significant effect on the resonant frequency [7] . The slot is supposed to be loaded by a SMV so that the capacitance can be tuned by the DC bias. Here in the design model, a red square, which is defined by Lumped RLC Boundary in Ansys HFSS, represents the varactor. For design simplicity, a capacitor is used initially for unit-cell simulation. For prototype design, the equivalent circuit model of the varactor given by the vendor is used to accurately simulate its behavior. In addition, a thin split is designed to block DC current for bias considerations. Since the split is very thin, it will not affect the RF current much. The thin strips at the end of the patch are the bias lines connecting all the patches. All biasing is done on the top metallization, and there is no need for ground access or vias.
The simulated electric field plot in Fig. 2 (b) shows that the incident TM wave indeed couples to the transverse resonant mode of design, which is similar to that of the fixed resonant strip of [4, 5] . The frequency of this resonant mode is now controlled by the varactor in the middle of the patch.
B. Simulation Results
The structure shows frequency tuning for blazing operation when the varactor capacitance changes. The tuning can be seen in periodic unit-cell simulation results of Fig. 3 (a) , showing specular reflection (m = 0) and m = −1 diffraction vs. frequency, for a fixed incident angle θ i = 30°. The frequency of diffraction maxima is same as the one of specular reflection minima, at which strong blazing appears. This indicates strong coupling between the incident wave and the resonator at these frequencies. Meanwhile, the resonant frequency increases as the capacitance decreases as we expected. The tuning frequency range of this unit cell design is slightly beyond X band (12 GHz). This is because the varactor is modeled by a capacitor here, while in reality the varactor has an additional package inductance which will offset the capacitance in some extent and decrease the tuning frequency.
The simulated scattering patterns of a finite sample for three different capacitances are given in Fig. 3 (c) . As the capacitance changes, the resonant frequency varies and the diffracted beam scans, which follows the grating equation (1) . The result also shows that at the resonant frequencies, most of power is diffracted to m = −1 mode and the specular reflection is minimized. This simulation is aimed to prove the tunability of the finite size board and thus no loss or package inductance is considered. Due to the finite size, the resonant frequencies are slightly different from the ones given by the unit-cell simulation. Any fixed blazed grating under this fixed incident angle and period achieves its specular minima at a single frequency, however, with our design, we are tuning the strong blazing to other frequencies by changing the varactor capacitance. showing that when the capacitance is tuned, the frequency of maximum diffracted m = −1 wave will also be tuned, thus the diffracted angle θ−1 scans from −39° to −31°.
The tunability of the structure can also be verified under Bragg condition (2) . Fig. 4 shows the specular reflection as a function of frequency and incident angle of the same unit cell at three different capacitances. The path of Bragg condition for d = 30 mm is shown by the black line. Lower specular reflection implies stronger blazing. It can be observed that as the capacitance increases, the frequency of the strongest blazing point (specular minima) decreases and this blazing point moves along Bragg line. Thus this grating design is able to achieve multiple auto-collimation blazing without changing the periodicity of the structure.
A finite sample containing 6×12 unit cells of such grating is simulated to show the scattering, as in Fig. 5 (a) . For this simulation, the varactor is modeled by equivalent circuit by Skyworks SMV 1405 varactor, the one used for fabrication. When the varactor capacitance changes, the frequency of maximum diffracted m = −1 wave is tuned, which causes the diffracted angle θ −1 to change, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . Four different capacitances are used to show the tuning. 
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A sample containing 6 by 12 unit cells was fabricated as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . Since most RF current flows on the patch, and the thin bias lines barely transmit RF current, there is no need to design RF chokes at the end of bias lines. This has been verified by simulation. Bi-static radar measurement results from the surface are shown in Fig. 6 (b) . The transmitting antenna is set at θ i = 30° at far field region, and the receiving antenna scans to capture the diffracted m = −1 wave. The measurement is operated within X band. In order to improve the measurement accuracy, we process the data with timegrating method [8] . It basically selects the target data in time domain so that we can avoid the undesired scattering from scatterers other than the grating sample. The results clearly indicate that a fixed grating, under a fixed incident angle, has a frequency scanning for the m = −1 back reflected beam as bias voltage is changed. The operating frequencies, calculated by (1) for the grating with same period and angle as the sample here, are shown by the dots in Fig. 6 (b) , which basically match the measured results.
It has to be mentioned that the measured resonant frequencies are in general higher than the ones of the simulation, which indicates that the actual varactor model may be different from the one given by the vendor. Other than that, the measured patterns match pretty well with the simulated ones in Fig. 5 (b). Since we are only able to control the DC source for the bias, the capacitances shown in Fig. 6 (b) are translated from the data sheet given by the vendor.
V. CONCLUSION
An electronically tunable resonant blazed grating is demonstrated in simulations and experiment at X-band, without having any moving parts. This structure can be an enabling element in a variety of applications, for example in Littrow cavities without the need to rotate the blazed grating itself, to tune the Littrow cavity frequency. The idea presented can be used at mm-waves and THz, with same or similar geometries and can be extended for both polarizations.
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